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SUMMARY--Most martian outflows incorporated regions of temporary ponding as 
flood water traversed irregular terrain to lower elevations. Sedimentation 
and erosion in two large lakes attest to a prolonged history of lacustrine 
deposition and fluvial erosion in the lower part of Mangala Valles. 

REGIONAL SETTING-The Mangala Valles outflow system is located in cratered 
plains of the Memnonia region of Terra Sirenum west of Tharsis Montes and 
Daedalia Planum and south-southeast of Amazonis Planitia. Mangala Valles 
appear to originate from a breach in the north wall of the largest of Memnonia 
Fossae grabens. The outflow is traced northward as a broad valley of upper 
Mangala Valles for 500 km where it splits into a complex system of 
anastomosing and divergent channels that extend 275 km northwestward as Labou 
Vallis and 350 km northward as lower Mangala Valles. 
PWIOUS STUDIES--The outflow system and surrounding region have been 

incorporated in a number of mapping and hydrologic studies [I-91. Some early 
studies of Mangala Valles placed the source near the junction of Labou Vallis 
and Mangala Valles [lo], but improved resolution allowed recognition that the 
valley extends far southward to an apparent source in a breach in Memnonia 
Possae [8,9,113. The difficulty of obtaining a high rate of discharge from 
the subsurface has lead some observers to suggest that the source was a 
surface impoundment south of the graben [12,131. 
OBSERVATION--Lower Mangala Valles (north of the Labou Vallis junction) 

consists of a 120 km long by 35 km wide region of anastomosing channels within 
a topographic basin (South Basin of Fig. 1). At the north end of this region, 
Mangala diverges as a narrow channel of the eastern branch of Mangala Valles 
with a northerly trend and a western branch that widens to another region of 
anastomosing channels (North Basin, Fig. 1) approximately 150 km long and 45 
km wide. Sabis Vallia and the western branch of Mangala Valles extend from 
this basin northward to Amazonis Planitia. 

In both basins, plains material fill structural troughs formed by north- 
trending faults. The plains material exhibits an extremely smooth, level 
surface dissected by a complex pattern of channels that leaves isolated 
patches of plains material standing in terraces, streamlined islands, mesas, 
and plateaus as interfluves above the channel floors. North and South Basins 
exhibit inverted and resurrected topography as well as patches of chaotic 
terrain. Some channels within the dissected region exhibit local drainage to 
the south, opposite the regional trend. The sharpest channels tend to follow 
the margins of the basin deposits. 
INTERPRETATION--The regions of extensive anastomosing channels-cutting 

plains material represents dissected lacustrine sediments deposited in ponded 
regions prior to establishing external drainage. 

Remnant plains material, previously mapped as volcanic plains [51, is 
interpreted as lacustrine deposits based on the lack of an identifiable 
volcanic source, extremely smooth surface devoid of ridges or flow fronts, and 
apparent ease of dissection. Lacustrine plains are typically smooth, level 
surfaces within topographic depressions. 
OUTFLOW HISTORY--The Mangala outflow is traced from Memnonia Fossae 

northward into the Labou Vallis region where incised channels are scarce and 
the outflow has ponded to form a large lake [12,131. As the lake filled to 
capacity and flooded a large area of mid-Mangala Valles, water spilled 
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northward as sheetflood flow across much of the cratered plains (unit chc of 
[I]). Outlets were cut westward to feed Labou Vallis and northward to feed 
lower Mangala Valles. Ponding on northernmost Terra Sirenum, along lower 
Mangala, created large lakes in South Basin and North Basin. Outlets were 
eventually established to Amazonis Planitia. 

Discharge from the mid-Mangala lake continued to maintain lake levels in 
the lower Mangala basins for a long period of time (10's to 100's of years 
C91). Lacustrine sedimentation formed smooth plains material. Falling lake 
levels and episodic discharge from mid-Mangala produced anastomosing drainage 
that dissected the lake sediments. Sapping channels recorded the last stages 
of dissection after the lakes were drained. 
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Figure 1. Lake basins in northern Memnonia. Stippled areas held 
standing water. North and South Basins are regions of highly- 
dissected smooth plains material. 
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